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Abstract 
Suppose a is a strictly increasing sequence of integers satisfying a(1) = 1. Let b be the ordered 
complement of a, and suppose b is infinite and satisfies b(n)<a(n), for every n > 1. For every positive 
integer i, let w(i,j) be the sequence given by w(i, l)=a(a(i)), w(i,2)= b(a(i)), w(i,j)=a(w(i,j- 1)) ifj is 
odd and 23, and w(i,j)= b(w(i,j-2)) ifj is even and 24. Then the sequences w(i, j), for i= 1,2,3, ,,. , 
partition the set of positive integers. For a(n) of the form [an], where a is an irrational number 
between 1 and 2, we denote the resulting array W(a). This is the original Wythoff array of 
a: =(l + fi)/2. For certain a, the row sequences of W(a) obey simple recurrence relations. For others, 
W(a) exhibits remarkable properties concerning the manner in which the terms of each row fit, in 
magnitude, among the terms of each other row. These properties are discussed in terms of shuffles 
and interspersions. 
0. Introduction 
In [7], Morrison has introduced the Wythoff array in connection with Wythoff 
pairs. The latter have been investigated extensively, as evidenced by the references 
listed in [2,8]. Here we consider generalized Wythoff arrays which arise from certain 
sequences of positive integers. For a sequence a having nth term [cm], where [x] 
denotes the greatest integer <x and c( is an irrational number between 1 and 2, we 
denote the resulting array W(U). This is the original Wythoff array for CI = (1 + $)/2. 
The manner in which terms of any row of certain Wythoff arrays fit among the 
terms of any other row is remarkable. In order to describe such arrangements, we 
introduce the notion of k-shufJle and recall the definition of interspersion from [S]. 
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Theorem 2.4 shows that the k-shuffle of an interspersion is an interspersion, for all 
k>2. Theorem 2.6 shows that the %-shuffle of E’(U) is an interspersion for every 
irrational number CI between 1 and 2. In contrast, Theorem 2.10 shows that the array 
IV(U) itself is an interspersion if and only if CI = (1 + $)/2. 
1. Wythoff arrays 
Definition 1.1. A sequence a of positive integers is arrayable if the following properties 
hold: 
(i) u(l)= 1, 
(ii) a is strictly increasing, 
(iii) the complement with respect to the set of positive integers of the set (u(n)} is 
infinite. 
(iv) Suppose a is an arrayable sequence. Let b be the sequence formed by placing in 
increasing order the complement of the set {u(rz)}. The (generalized) WythofSurruy of 
a is the array W(i,j) with elements w(i,j) defined by 
w(i, l)=u(u(i))=u~(i), w(i, 2)=b(u(i))= bu(i), 
w(i,j)= 
u(w(Cj- 1)) if j is odd and j>3, 
b(w(i,j- 2)) if j is even and j34, 
for i=l,2, . . . 
Lemma 1.2. Let W= W(i, j) be the Wythoff array of an arrayable sequence a. The rows 
of W are given by 
w(i,2t-l)=ub’-‘u(i) and w(i,2t)=b’a(i) for all i,tbl. (1) 
Proof. For any positive integer i, w(i, 1) = u’(i) and w(i, 2) = bu(i), as claimed for t = 1. 
Assume (1) for arbitrary td 1. Then 
w(i,2(t+l)-l)=w(i,2t+l)=uw(i,2t)=ub’u(i), 
w(i, 2(t + 1)) = w(i, 2t + 2) = bw(i, 2t) = b’+ 1 u(i), 
so that by induction, (1) holds for all t 2 1. 0 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose W= W(i, j) is the Wythofurruy of an arrayable sequence a. The 
sequences {w(i,j): j>l},for i=l,2,3 ,..., partition the set of positive integers. 
Proof. We shall show inductively that every n does occur in W. By Definition l.l(iii) 
there is a smallest i0 for which a(&)> iO. Thus w(i, l)=u(i)=i for l<i<iO. 
Now suppose, for arbitrary k3 iO, that every 1 <k is in W. Since a and b are 
complementary, there exists m such that k = u(m) or k = b(m). Since m <k, the induction 
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hypothesis implies, by Lemma 1.2, that m has the form &a(i) or b’u(i) for some t>O 
and i<m, so that there are four cases: 
Case 1: k=a(m) and m=ub’a(i)* k=a(ub’u(i))=a2(b’u(i))=w(b’a(i), 1); 
Case 2: k=u(m) and m=b’u(i)* k=u(b’u(i))=ub’u(i)=w(i,2t+ 1); 
Case 3: k=b(m) and m=ub’u(i) a k=b(ab’u(i))=bu(b’a(i))= w(b’u(i),2); 
Case 4: k=b(m) and m=b’u(i)~k=b(b’u(i))=b’+‘u(i)=w(i,2t+2). 
Thus k is in Wand, by induction, every positive integer is in W. Next we show that 
the numbers w(i, j) are distinct. By Lemma 1.2, it suffices to show that none of the 
following equations can hold: 
ubP-’ u(i)=b%z(j), (2) 
b”u(i) = b’u(j), 
for positive integers i, j, p, q, s and t with s < t. Now (2) contradicts the disjointness of 
a and b. Since a and b are increasing, (3) implies u(i) = btmsu( j), and the same is implied 
by (4), which again contradicts the disjointness of a and b. 0 
Corollary 1.4. Let W be the WythofSurruy of an arrayable sequence a. Then a is the 
ordered union of the odd numbered columns of W, and b is the ordered union of the even 
numbered columns of W. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.3, every term of a is in W, and hence by (1) is in an odd 
numbered column of W, and every term of b is in W, and hence is in an even numbered 
column. 0 
Corollary 1.5. Suppose W’ is the Wythoflurruy of an arrayable sequence a’, and W is 
the Wythofl array of an arrayable sequence a. If W’ = W, then a’ = a. 
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 1.4. 0 
Definition 1.6. A sequence a is a regular sequence if a is arrayable and 
u(n)< b(n) for all n>2, (5) 
where b is the ordered complement of a. 
An increasing partition array is an array A of positive integers such that 
(11) the rows of A partition the set of positive integers; 
(12) every row of A is an increasing sequence; 
(13) every column of A is an increasing sequence. 
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Theorem 1.7. The WythofS array of a regular sequence is an increasing partition 
array. 
Proof. Let W be the Wythoff array of a regular sequence a. By Theorem 1.3, the rows 
of Wpartition the positive integers. Lemma 1.2 and inequalities (5) and n <a(n) clearly 
force the rows of W to be strictly increasing sequences. That the columns are also 
strictly increasing follows from (1) and the hypothesis that the sequences a and b are 
strictly increasing. 0 
Definition 1.8. Suppose CI and y are real numbers satisfying CI > 1 and GI + y > 1. 
Then the Wythoff array of the sequence having nth term a(n)= [txn+ y] is 
the CI, y-spectral array, denoted W(a; y). If y = 0, the GI, y-spectral array will be called the 
spectral array of CI or the spectral array W(U). The choice of the adjective spectral 
follows [3]. 
Corollary 1.9. Suppose c( and y are real numbers satisfying 1 < c1< 2 and 1 < CI + y < 2. 
Then the a, y-spectral array W(a; y) is an increasing partition array. 
Proof. By hypothesis, a(1) = [E + y] = 1. For every positive integer n, 
a(n+l)-a(n)=[(n+l)a+y]-[ncc+y]<2, 
since 1 <CI < 2. We show next that b(n + l)- b(n) 2 2, for every n: if not, there 
is a positive integer m for which b(m+ l)- b(m) = 1. Let k be the greatest index 
for which a(k)<b(m)-1. Then a(k+l)ab(m+l)+ 1, so that a(k+l)-a(k)2 
b(m + 1) - b(m) + 2 2 3, a contradiction. 
By induction, a(n) < 2n - 1 and b(n) 2 2n for every n. Therefore, a(n) < b(n) for every 
n, and by Theorem 1.7, W(a; y) is an increasing partition array. 0 
2. Shuffles and interspersions 
Definition 2.1. Suppose A =A(i,j) is an array of distinct real numbers. For any 
positive integer k > 2, we define an array &(A) called the k-shufJle of A. Beginning with 
k = 2, separate every row (ri) of A into two sequences: the sequence Y 1, r3, r5, . . . of terms 
with ascending odd indices, and the sequence r2, r4, r6, . . . of terms with ascending even 
indices. Arrange the set of all such sequences in rows so that the sequence of their first 
terms forms an increasing sequence. The array thus determined is the 2-shuffle of A. 
For example, Table 2 shows part of the 2-shuffle of the spectral array of $ (see 
Table 1). 
To k-shuffle A, for k 2 2, separate each row { a(i, j): j 2 l} into k sequences u given by 
(u(m)=a(i,h+(m-1)k): m=l,2,...}, 
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Table 1 
The spectral array W(d) 
1 3 4 10 14 34 48 116 164 396 
2 6 8 20 28 68 96 232 328 192 
5 13 18 44 62 150 212 512 124 1748 
7 17 24 58 82 198 280 616 956 2308 
9 23 32 78 110 266 376 908 1284 3100 
11 27 38 92 130 314 444 1072 1516 3660 
12 30 42 102 144 348 492 1188 1680 4056 
15 31 52 126 178 430 608 1468 2076 5012 
16 40 56 136 192 464 656 1584 2240 5408 
19 47 66 160 226 546 112 1864 2636 6364 
Table 2 
The 2-shuffle, c#I~( W(3)), of the array W(d) in Table 1 
1 4 14 48 164 
2 8 28 96 328 
3 10 34 116 396 
5 18 62 212 724 
6 20 68 232 792 
7 24 82 280 956 
9 32 110 376 1284 
11 38 130 444 1516 
12 42 144 492 1680 
13 44 150 512 1748 
560 
1120 
1352 
2412 
2104 
3264 
4384 
5176 
5136 
1912 ... 
3824 
4616 
8440 
9232 
11144 
14968 
17612 
19584 
20376 
for h = 1, . . . , k; here h and the row number i are fixed. Arrange the set A’ of all such 
sequences u in rows, indexed by i and h. Order A’ so that the set 
{4i, h): i2 1 and 1 <h < k} (i.e. the union of the first k columns of A) 
of all the first terms of sequences in A’ forms an increasing sequence. The resulting 
array is &&4). 
Note that for h> 1, the terms of column h of &(A) are the terms of the columns of 
A numbered 
hk-k+ 1, hk-k+2, . . . . hk. 
In general, column h, for h 3 2, need not be an increasing sequence (e.g. Column 2 of 
$~a (W(p))). However, according to Theorem 2.4, if A is an interspersion, then these 
columns, like the first, must be increasing sequences. 
Note also that & = & 0 44 for every factorization pq of k in which 1< p < k. 
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An interspersion, as defined in [S, 61, is an increasing-partition array A for which 
(14) if u and u are distinct rows of A, and p and q are any indices for which 
u(p)<u(q)<u(p+l), then u(p+l)<o(q+l)<u(p+2). 
Property (14) implies inductively that given any two rows of A, beginning at 
the first term of the row having the greater initial term, all the following terms 
are individually separated by individual terms of the other row; hence the name 
interspersion. 
Let s be the ordered complement of the first column of an interspersion A. In [S] it 
is shown that a(i,j) = s(a(i, j- 1)) for all i B 1 and all j > 2. Because of this property, A is 
said to be the dispersion of s. In addition, the following is proved in [S]: every 
interspersion A is the dispersion of the ordered complement of the first column of A, 
and, conversely, the dispersion of any strictly increasing sequence sof positive integers 
with s( 1) > 2 is an interspersion. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose A = A (i,j) is an interspersion. Zf a(i, j)< a(?,!) then 
u (i,j+ 1) < U(i’,j’ + 1) for every positive integer 1. 
Proof. Write p=u(i,j) and q =u(i’,j’). Let s denote the sequence of which A is the 
dispersion. Since p < q and s is strictly increasing, we have s(p + m) - s(p + m- 1) 2 1 
for m= 1,2, . . . . q-p. Adding these q-p inequalities gives s(q)-s(p)> q-p, This 
implies that 
s(u(i,j))-u(i,j)<s(u(i’,j’))-u(i’,j’), 
so that 
u(i,j+ l)-u(i,j)<u(i’,j’+ 1)-u(i’,j’). 
Now by induction, 
u(i,j+I)-a(i,j)gu(i’, j’+l)-u(i’,j’) 
so that 
u(i,j+I)gu(i’,j’+I)+u(i,j)-u(i’,j’)<u(i’,j’+E), 
for every positive integer 1. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let A = A(i, j) be an interspersion, and suppose h, i, j, k are positive integers, 
with i # h. Suppose row i of A contains a number x satisfying 
u(h, j) < x < u(h, j + 1). (6) 
Then row i of A contains precisely k numbers y satisfying 
u(h, j) -C y < u(h, j + k). (7) 
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Proof. Let a(i, j’) be a number x in row i that satisfies (6). If k = 1, then by property (14) 
the only solution to (7) is y=x. Then by (14), inductively, 
a(h,j)<a(i,j’<a(h,j+ l)<a(i,j’+ l)<... <a(i,j’+k- l)<a(h,j+k), 
so that the k numbers u(i,j’ + k’), for k’ = 0, 1, . . . , k- 1, satisfy (7). By (14), no other 
members of row i satisfy (7). 0 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose A = A(i, j) is an interspersion and k 2 2. Then the k-shufJle, &(A), 
of A, is also an interspersion. 
Proof. Properties (11) and (12) clearly hold for &(A). We now show that (13) holds. 
Suppose x and y lie in column h of &(A). Write as 4(g, h) the entry of &(A) in row 
g and column h. Suppose for arbitrary ha 1 that 
where g1 <gz. We must show that x <y. 
The terms of column h of &(A) are those of columns 
(h-l)k+l,(h-l)k+2,...,(h-l)k+k 
of A. Therefore, 
x=u(i,(h-l)k+j) and y=u(i’,(h-l)k+j’) 
for some i and i’, where l<j<k and l<j’<k. Now +(gI,l)=u(i,j) and 
4(g2, 1) = u(i’,j’). By definition of k-shuffle, $(gr, 1) < 4(g2, l), so that u(i, j) < u(i’, j’). By 
Lemma 2.2 with l= (h - l)k, we have x < y. 
We turn now to property (14). Suppose u and u are distinct row sequences of &(A). 
Then we consider two cases: (i) all the terms of both sequences belong to the same row 
of A, or (ii) all the terms of u belong to one row of A and all the terms of u belong to 
a different row of A. 
Case (i): Suppose up < uq < up + 1, where these numbers all belong to row i of A. Then 
for some j, we have up= u(i, j), uq = u(i, j + h), up+ 1 = u(i, j + k) for some h satisfying 
l<h<k-1. Then ~,+~=u(i,j+h+k), I+,+~= u(i,j+2k), and the required inequality 
up + I < uq + 1 < up + 2 follows immediately. 
Case (ii): Suppose u,<u,<u,+ 1, where up and up+ 1 belong to row i of A and 
uq belongs to row i’ of A, where i’ # i. Suppose also that uq+ I < up+ r. Then 
Counting the k - 1 entries of row i’ that lie between u, = u(i’, j) and u,+ I = u(i’, j+ k), 
together with uq and v~+~ themselves, we find k+ 1 entries of row i’ which, in 
magnitude, all lie between up and u~+~. This contradicts Lemma 2.3. Therefore, 
$+1<U,+1. 
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Now, if up+z<uq+r, then v,<u,+t<~,+~<~,+~. This implies that k+ 1 entries of 
row i of A lie between vq and vq+ 1, contrary to Lemma 2.3. Therefore vq+ I <up+2 0 
Theorem 2.4 shows that one way to arrange for the 2-shuffle of an array A to be an 
interspersion is for A to be an interspersion to begin with. However, the 2-shuffle can 
be an interspersion even when A is not an interspersion. We next show that certain 
spectral arrays A= W(a) have this property. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose ct is an irrational number satisfying 1 CU. < 2. Then c$~( W(a)) is an 
increasing partition array. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, each row of &(A) has the form 
a2(i),aba(i),ab2a(i), . . . ,ab’-‘a(i), . . . 
or 
ha(j), b’s(j), b3a(j), . . . , bra(j), . . . 
Since the first column of &( W( )) c( is increasing, it suffices to show 
a2(i)<ba(j)*ab’-‘a(i)<b’a(j) 
and 
ha(j) < a’(i) = bfa(j) < ab’- ‘a(i) 
for all t 2 2. Put p = a(i), q = ha(j). Then we must show 
a(p)<q*ab’-‘(p)<b’-‘(q) and q<a(p)*b’-‘(q)<ab’-‘(p), (8) 
for all t 2 2. We proceed by induction on t, proving first 
a(p)<q*ab@)<b(q), (9) 
q<a@)=b(q)<abti). (LO) 
For irrational tx satisfying 1~ CI < 2, it is well known that b(n) = [nP] for all n 2 1, where 
/I is defined by a- ’ + p- ’ = 1 (see for example [l, 81). Let {x} denote the fractional part 
of x, we have 
abti) = CCPPI~I = CW - {PB))~I = CPG + C{P@) - {~Bbl. 
Similarly, 
bati) = CP@I + C{P@) - {P~IP>. 
Subtracting gives 
a&9- b4.d = C{P@) - {PP>~I - C(P@ - {P~IBI. (11) 
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We now prove (9); 
Using (1 l), we get 
4P 2 ub(p) + CIP@> - {P~IBI - CUP@} - {PPbl+ {(Pa - {PaMI + B 
= ubfd + {P@) - {Pa + B - C{P4 - {PBbl 
2 ub(p) + {pdl+ 8(1- {PU>) > ub(p). 
Hence [q/?] =b(q)kub(p). Since a and b are complementary, we actually have 
b(q) ’ ub(p). 
The proof of (10) is similar but not exactly the same: 
4<4P)=q~CP~l-1~48~CP~lB-P=~~~)+~CP~lP~-~P. 
Thus by (1 l), 
4P G ub(p) + C{Pd> - {Pap1 - C{Pd> - {PPbl+ {(PM - fPco)P> - B 
where we used 1 <u < 2 -C /I in the last line, and (10) follows. 
The inductive argument is the same for both cases of (8). We show it for the second 
case. Suppose t 32 and that q < u(p) * b”(q)<ub”(p) for all s< t. In particular, 
q<u(p) a b’-‘(q)<&-‘(p). We show that b’-‘(q)<ub’-‘(p) *b’(q)<ub’(p). Put 
p1 = b’-‘(p) and ql =b’-l(q). Then we have to show that 
41-c 4Pl) =+ WI,) < 4Pl). 
However, this has the form of (lo), and thus has already been shown. 0 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose u is an irrational number satisfying 1 <a < 2. Then &( W(a)) is an 
interspersion. 
Proof. Lemma 2.5 establishes properties (Il)-(13). We need only to show that 
ub”u(i)<ub’u(j)<ub”+lu(i) ~ubs+‘u(i)<ub’+‘u(j)<ub”+Zu(i) 
b”u(i)<b’u(j)<b”+‘u(i)*b”+‘u(i)<b’+’u(j<b”+Zu(i) 
ub”u(i)<b’u(j)<ub”+‘u(i) a ubs+1u(i)<b’+‘u(j)<ub”+2u(i) 
bsu(i)~ub’u(j)~b”+‘u(i)~b”+‘u(i)~ub’+’u(j)<b”+2u(i). 
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Write p=b”a(i), ~~=b’a(j), r =b(p). It suffices to show that 
a(p)<a(q)<ab(p)=>ab(p)<ab(q)<ab2(p) (12) 
P<q<b(P)*b(P)<b(q)<b%) (13) 
a(p)<q<a(r)~ab(p)<b(q)<ab(r) (14) 
p < u(q) < r a b(p) < ub(q) < b(r). (15) 
Since a and b are increasing sequences, we have for any positive integers x and y, 
x<you(x)<u(y)ob(x)<b(y). 
Hence 
so that ub(p)<ub(q)<ub2(p), proving (12). The proof of (13) is even simpler. 
The first part of (14), that u(p)<q * ub(p)< b(q), and the second part of (15), that 
u(q) < r * ub(q) < b(r), have the form (9) already proved. Similarly, the second part of 
(14) and the first part of (15) have the form (lo), already proved. 0 
There are certain choices of a for which W(U) has recurrent row sequences. The 
following lemmas and theorems show the consequences this has for the 2-shuffle 
of W(cc). 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose A is an increasing partition array and a, b, c, d are integers such 
that the row sequences of A satisfy the mixed second-order linear recurrence relations 
t(n) = 
ut(n-l)+bt(n-2) if na3, n odd, 
ct(n-l)+dt(n-2) zf n>4, n even. 
(16) 
Then the 2-shufJle, 42(A), of A, is an increasing partition array whose row sequences all 
satisfy the recurrence 
s(n)=(uc+b+d)s(n-l)-bds(n-2) for all n83. (17) 
Proof. It is well known and easy to prove (e.g. [4]) that the mixed recurrence (16) 
yields a sequence u satisfying the recurrence 
u(n)=(uc+b+d)u(n-2)-bdu(n-4) for all n>5. 
Now writing u(2n - 1) as s(n) for all n > 1 yields (17). Thus every row sequence of 42(A) 
satisfies the second-order recurrence (17). 0 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose m 2 1 and a2 + (m - 2)~ - m = 0, where 1 < LY < 2 (e.g. c( = (1 + fl)/2, 
$3 (-1 +JT3)/2f or m = 1,2,3). Let /I = a + m. Then for every positive integer n, 
[Pn] = [an] + mn, (18) 
C4Pnll= CanI + WI. (19) 
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Proof. 
[cw] + [Pn] = 2 [WI] + mn + [(2 - a)(cuI - [WI])] 
= mn + [2crn + ctn(m - 2) - mn + CI [En]] 
= [cc([ctn] + nm)] 
= Ccc CPnll. 
This proves (19), and (18) is obvious. 0 
Theorem 2.9. Suppose mk 1 and x2 +(m-2)a-m=O, where 1 <CL ~2. Let /?=a+m, 
and let W(U) be the spectral array of ~1. Then every row of W(a) satisfies mixed 
recurrences of the form (16). Moreover, every row of the 2-shufle &( W(U)) obeys the 
simple linear recurrence 
s(n)=(m+2)s(n- 1)-ms(n-2). 
Proof. Applying (19) and (18) for any row number i, 
w(i, 3) = [a[fl[cri]]] = [a[ai]] + [fl[k]] = w(i, 1) + w(i, 2), 
w(i,j)=[ctw(i,j-l)]=[a[pw(i,j-3)]]=[clw(i,j-3)]+[pw(i,j-3)] 
=w(i,j-2)+w(i,j-1) for all odd j>5, 
w(i,j)=[/?w(i,j-2)]=mw(i,j-2)+[aw(i,j-2)] 
= mw (i, j - 2) + w (i,j - 1) for all even j > 4. 
Now Lemma 2.7 with a= 1, b = 1, c= 1, d =m shows that the row sequences of 
$2( W(n)) all satisfy the recurrence s(n) = (m + 2)s(n - 1) - ms(n - 2). 0 
Theorem 2.10. Suppose CI and y are real numbers satisfying 1 < CI < 2 and 1 B a + y < 2. Zf 
the spectral array W(a; y) is an interspersion, then CI =(1$)/2. Moreover, W(1+,,&‘2 
is an interspersion, whereas W(( 1 + fi)/2; - 4) is not an interspersion. 
Proof. First, we show that if W(q y) is an interspersion then LY =(l + ,,/‘5)/2. Let 
Cj denote column j of W(a; y). By Lemma 1, if j = 2t - 1 is odd, then Cj, as a sequence 
indexed by a positive integer n, is given by Cj(n)=ab’-‘a(n). Similarly, Cj(n)= b’s(n) 
forj= 2t. In the sense introduced in [IS], Cj is an almost arithmetic sequence with slope 
Sj = ?li_mm(Cj(n))/n. Thus, S1 = t12 and Sz = LX/~, and 
lim w(n, 2) - w(n, 1) = lim G(n) - Ci (n) 
=cr@-a). 
n-30 n n+m n 
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Let CT(m) denote the number of terms in Column 1 of W(a; y) which are <m. In 
order to estimate the number Cy(w(n,2)) of numbers w(m, 1) which are less than 
w(n,2), we proceed as follows: 
where cl, a2 are fractional parts that depend on m and n and both lie between 0 and 1. 
Thus, 
w(m, l)<~(n,2)0m<a-~ba(n)+K 
where K=E-~(E~c~+E~ -ycr-y). As the greatest such integer m, C:(w(n, 2)) therefore 
satisfies 
so that 
lim CY (w(n, 2)) 
= #X. 
“-ta, n 
According to Lemma 2 in [6], W(cr; y) is an interspersion if and only if 
w(n,2)-w(n, l)=c:(W(n,2)) 
for every n. Thus, the two limits found must be equal: cx(fl- a)= b/a. This and 
l/cc + l/p = 1 yield ~1~ - 2~~ + 1 = 0, whose sole solution between 1 and 2 is (1 + fi)/2. 
If u = (1 + fi)/2, then IV(U) is the original Wythoff array of [7], proved in [S] to be 
an interspersion. 
It is easy to verify that the third column of the 2-shuffle of W((1 +fi)/2; - l/2) 
begins with 4,9,8. This shows that this a-shuffle is not an increasing partition array. 
By Theorem 2.4, the array W((1 + $)/2; - l/2) is not an interspersion. q 
Note that although W((1 +J5)/2; - l/2) fails to satisfy (14), it is nevertheless an 
increasing partition array, by Corollary 1.9. In general, numerical evidence suggests 
that W((1 +fi)/2; y) is an interspersion if and only if 0 < y < (3 - $)/2. 
Recall from the proof of Theorem 2.10 the notion of slope of an almost arithmetic 
sequence. Methods in [7] and the results Si =a2 and S2 =c$ in the proof of 
Theorem 2.10 easily show that the slope of Column 1 of the %-shuffle, +2(W(~)), is 
simply u. Since 42(W(c()) is an interspersion, it is the dispersion of the ordered 
complement, s, of its first column, so that s has slope u/(E- 1). Conversely, for any 
prescribed irrational j3 > 2, the array W( p/( p - 1)) . IS a spectral array whose 2-shuffle is 
the dispersion of a sequence having slope b. 
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